Abstract-Performing decentralized network fault diagnosis based on network traffic is challenging. Besides inherent stochastic behaviour of observations, measurements may be subject to errors degrading diagnosis timeliness and accuracy. In this paper we present a novel approach in which we aim to mitigate issues of measurement errors by quantifying uncertainty. The uncertainty information is applied in the diagnostic component to improve its robustness. Three diagnosis components have been proposed based on the Hidden Markov Model formalism: (H0) representing a classical approach, (H1) a static compensation of (H0) to uncertainties and (H2) dynamically adapting diagnosis to uncertainty information. From uncertainty injection scenarios of added measurement noise we demonstrate how using uncertainty information can provide a structured approach of improving diagnosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Managing faults in ubiquitous networking is a challenging task. One approach is to let wireless end-nodes themselves make use of the access network diversity (different configurations, technologies and operator infrastructures) to remediate network faults without relying on support functions of the networks themselves [1] . A central challenge in this decentralized fault management approach is to perform accurate diagnosis. Network faults are rarely directly observable and, thus, the end-node must rely on nondeterministic and unreliable (noisy, ambiguous, missing, contradictory [2] ) observations provided by monitoring activities based on network traffic. A part of the unreliability is caused by the monitoring process itself. Measured values that are affected by non-negligible errors may lead to significant imperfections of the diagnosis estimates and thereby affect end-user service performance and reliability [3] .
Overall, approaches are sought to improve the performance of diagnosis given unreliable observations as in [2] , [4] . In this work we combine disciplines of metrology (measurement theory) and diagnosis to identify approaches of improving robustness of system diagnosis to unreliabilities caused by the measurement process. The body of knowledge of metrology proposes rules and practices to estimate and mitigate measurement errors through measurement uncertainty [5] . E.g. potential time measurement uncertainties in networks monitoring can be due to clock synchronization uncertainty, destination host processing [6] , or intrusiveness of the measuring system [5] . To our knowledge, work in measurement uncertainty applied to the network diagnosis process is limited. Instead, this topic has been addressed in other similar research fields such as speech recognition [7] .
Using metrology approaches it is assumed that a measure of uncertainty can be provided in the network observation process to enrich point estimates. We propose a new diagnosis approach (H2), which extends the use of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for diagnosis to adapt to uncertainty in observations online by weighing low uncertainty observations over those with high uncertainty. Using observation uncertainty makes (H2) similar to the observation uncertainty approach in speech recognition [7] . However, fundamental differences in the formulation of the HMMs make it an open question to what extent the good experiences from speech recognition can be translated to network diagnosis.
To study the behavior on diagnosis performance we perform a comparative study of (H2) to: (H0) a basic HMM diagnosis approach only using (unreliable) point estimates, and (H1), which assumes an accurate a-priori statistical characterization of measurement uncertainty to update the model parameters statically. The study considers diagnosis of infrastructure network congestion faults based on network delay measurements. Based on uncertainty injection scenarios with measurement noise errors it is shown how (H0) degrades rapidly in terms of true alarm diagnosis capabilities. From (H1) it is shown how impact on the true alarm level can be mitigated significantly and we quantify the associated increase in time before an occurred fault is diagnosed (reaction time). While the assumptions of (H1) may be difficult to maintain in practice, (H2) in comparison also demonstrates improved, yet more modest, true alarm levels; however, at a significantly lower reaction time. Our results show how measurement uncertainty can be applied to mitigate unreliable observations based on network traffic.
In Section II the set of studied diagnostic models are presented. Next, in Section III a case study is introduced and the diagnosis properties of the diagnosis components are compared. Finally, conclusions are given in Section IV.
II. HMM DIAGNOSIS MODELS
The type of system diagnosis problem presented in this work requires inference of a hidden state based on a stochastic sequence of observations. Typically, probabilistic meth-ods offer good accuracy and useful formalisms that enable a straight forward approach for specifying nondeterministic diagnosis mechanisms [4] . In this section the three proposed HMM based diagnosis models are presented. Readers not familiar with the HMM formalism are referred to [8] .
To provide observations for the diagnosis process it is assumed that a network observation component (as presented in [1] ) extracts observations from network traffic and provides in discrete steps t a point estimatex t ∈ X = {x 1 ,x t , ...,x T } (of the clean observation x t ∈ X) and lower/upper uncertainty bounds (x t low ∈X low ,x t up ∈ X up ); where T refers to the last observation in a sequence.
A. (H0) -Basic HMM
In order to design the HMM it is necessary to specify the model [A, B, π]. A defines the hidden Markov process corresponding to the (hidden) network fault and normal states and their transition probabilities, B defines the conditional probabilities of having certain observations for a given state in A, and finally π is the initial state distribution. The following formalizations can now be made:
Considering the rows of B, b j , as a discrete distribution makes it simple to represent an arbitrary distribution of the network observations without requiring distribution fitting.
Finally, using (H0) for online state estimation is trivially conducted using the forward algorithm [8] , which produces the a posteriori marginal distribution,
To provide a final state estimate a threshold γ fault is introduced on β(fault):
For defining this basic HMM it is assumed that the network system model in A is well known at design time. In a real network diagnosis context the model structure and parameters may be learned [8] .
B. (H1) -Compensated Basic HMM
This variant is a basic extension of (H0) under the assumption that an accurate a-priori model of the uncertainty, P (x t |x t ), can be provided and used to update B. P (x t |x t ) corresponds to the probability that a clean observation x t is observed asx t in the HMM. In reality, it may be difficult to obtain this distribution (e.g. by online estimation). Thus, (H1) just provides a comparison basis to the uncertain observation approach presented in (H2). For (H1) the observation distributions can be updated as:
This approach makes U similar to the translation probability matrix in [4] as a mean to define coverage of a given observation. As the observation distribution model B (H1) is more accurate to the true distributions than B in (H0), improvements should be achieved for uncertain observations.
C. (H2) -Dynamic Discretization model
The (H2) variant is studied to make use of the provided uncertainty bounds. An example of how they may be obtained in practice is given in [9] for clock synchronization issues. Bounds estimation is, however, not the focus of this work. Thus, to simplify the assumptions on the network observation component a weak assumption is made that bounds represent a uniform probability distribution. Stronger assumptions may be made when the mechanisms and properties of the observation process are well known but such considerations are left for future work.
(H2) dynamically encodes the uncertainty of observations into the symbol probability distribution in B. In practice, B is updated based on the uncertainty estimates for each observation inX. Thus, the observation received from the observation process at time step t is (x t ,x low t ,x up t ). The approach is based on a dynamic adaptation of the discretization of the continuous observation random variable χ in Fig.  1 . In relation to this, the continuous observation symbol probability distributions are specified:
These distributions form a model of the true distributions of the continuous clean observation value but are not used directly in the HMM. Instead, a discrete symbol observation probability distribution is defined based on a new discrete alphabet to be used in the HMM (see Fig. 1 ):
The distribution of this alphabet is described by a time varying observation symbol distribution matrix B(t) = (b j (k, t)) j,k . It is assumed that the observed symbol always is Γ. Now, the likelihood of observing Γ for state j is in each time step updated as:
It is considered that the true value (x t ) of the observation with uncertaintyx t is located within the bounds, assuming a uniform distribution, for some confidence level P (or outside as marked by example points low , up ).
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III. COMPARISON OF DIAGNOSIS MODELS
In this section the proposed models are compared in an uncertainty scenario considering measurement noise (e.g. from destination host processing, added queueing, etc.) on Round-Trip Time (RTT) delay measurements. We consider basic Gaussian noise (N (μ, σ  2 ) ). It is expectedly not highly representative of common network delay disturbances. However, it provides a starting point to get valuable insights into the impacts on the diagnosis components.
A. Scenario Setup, Metrics and Model Implementation
To generate observation traces for diagnosis an ns-2 (v2.29) based simulation scenario has been established. The simulation setup considers the data-transfer scenario in Fig. 2 . A network in the end-to-end path varies between two levels of congestion (normal/fault states). To obtain these, two rates of cross-traffic are generated in the simulation environment according to a geometric ON-OFF model This window size provides a reasonable trade-off that can provide initial smoothing of the observations without having a strong impact on the achievable reaction time. The amount of samples in the window may vary according to the SCTP transmission control; cases where the window is empty are regarded as missing observations. For simplicity, the considered delay uncertainty is added directly to the RTT mean estimates, although, in practice it would apply to the individual delay observations in a window.
The performance of the diagnosis models is characterized using the following metrics: Probability of Remediation on True Alarm (p RT A ): Considering in a simulation run the first alarm raised (ŝ fault = 1), p RT A is the probability that it is made in a true fault state. Mean Fault Reaction Time (μ F RT ): Considering that in a simulation run a fault occurs; μ F RT describes the mean time until the fault state is diagnosed with a true alarm (within a single fault period). This metric pair enables to describe the trade-off between accuracy and timeliness of the diagnosis case [3] . For each studied setting, diagnosis results are obtained using 2000 independent simulation runs of a 300 s duration (provides for a CI = 95% an error bound of ± ∼ 2% for p RT A ≈ 0.5).
For capturing the network behavior a basic two-state system model is specified. Using the geometric ON-OFF fault model assumption, the HMM is simply defined as:
p r → fault repair probability.
For the conducted studies it is assumed that the network state process always starts in a normal state (π = [1 0]). The two-state model leads to two observation distributions in the upper part of Fig. 2 to be used for parameterizing B. Clearly, the fault state generally leads to longer delays. It is also seen that missing observations are significant and contain network state information making them valid to be used for diagnosis.
In the following details of how the individual models make use of these observation distributions are provided. (H2) Setup -The (H2) approach uses in Eq. 2 the sample distribution CDFs. To deal with sample distribution tails that contain limited observations (causing a bad CDF tail resolution and a finite observation range, which may be exceeded for noise observations) Pareto tails have been fitted to the highest 4% of all observations. This value has been found empirically to provide best diagnosis outcomes.
In the considered uncertainty scenario uncertainty bounds are obtained from Confidence Bounds usingx t ±cσ where σ is the standard deviation (assumed to be accurately estimated by the observation process) and c a confidence level factor. 2 )) represents the best achievable performance. Trade-off options are given by varying γ fault (Eq. 1) in the range [0.1 . . . 0.999] to characterize the overall capabilities of the diagnosis component. For a practical setup, however, it may not be trivial to adjust this threshold dynamically to maintain some desired trade-off. Thus, we also study how a fixed threshold, set at design time for (H0) under clean observations, will affect the diagnosis performance; γ fault = 0.97 provides an example trade-off favoring a high p RT A without a drastic increase in μ F RT .
B. Measurement Error and Uncertainty Scenario
Considering the different noise conditions on (H0), for increasing variance i.e. N (0, 0
2 ) → N (0, 10 2 ) of the observation noise, the probability of a true alarm decreases dramatically. In a normal state this effect occurs as noise will cause low RTT observations to become high, making the HMM more prone to diagnose a fault state. Interestingly, μ F RT is not strongly affected. Focusing on changes in the mean, the diagnosis performance is highly sensitive. For N (2, 5 2 ) performance in p RT A drops below N (0, 10 2 ) while gaining slightly in improved reaction time. For N (−2, 5
2 ) μ F RT increases while helping to improve p RT A by nearly 40 percentage points over N (2, 5
2 ). The impact of these degradations in p RT A and μ F RT will depend on the enduser service. For an end-user service example in [3] it is shown that a degradation of p RT A is most severe and that values below ∼ 0.5 would lead to worse service reliability than if not fault management was made at all. An increase in delay would similarly mean that potential gains of timely remediation would become insignificant.
Considering to what extend (H1) and (H2) may mitigate the measurement disturbances of N (0, 10 2 ) it is clear from the trade-off curves that neither (H1) nor (H2) come close to (H0) under clean observations. Yet, they do offer a similar improvement over (H0). Looking at a fixed state threshold, however, (H1) and (H2) perform quite differently. Seemingly, (H1) makes use of the accurate information of the noise to maintain a high p RT A . The cost is an impractically high μ F RT (close to the mean fault duration). Compared to (H1), a drop in p RT A must be accepted with (H2), but at a significantly smaller cost in increased μ F RT . These results are also largely consistent for other noise levels and settings of γ fault not shown here. The studied setting of c = 1.5 (Confidence Level of 86.6%) has empirically been identified to provide the best trade-off curve for (H2) under N (0, 10 2 ) (and N (0, 5 2 ) which is not depicted). An optimum exists as a too small confidence interval would be less likely to contain the true value. Further, a too high interval would make the observation less likely to belong to one hidden state over another (see Fig. 1 ). This would lead to long reaction times and diagnosis primarily based on the hidden model behavior in A and missing observations.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we have proposed an HMM based diagnosis mechanism (H2), which makes use of quantified measurement uncertainties. In an uncertainty injection study, (H2) overall provides improved diagnosis performance trade-offs of timeliness and accuracy compared to a classical HMM diagnosis model formulation (H0). Compared to a static measurement error compensation of (H0) to form (H1), for a practical setup of a fixed threshold configuration, (H2) further provides a more balanced outcome of timeliness and accuracy. Our results suggest, that using uncertainty bounds can provide a structured approach to improve diagnosis robustness. In ongoing work (H2) has readily shown promising results using real estimated bounds in a measurement based clock synchronization uncertainty study. In future work we aim to study alternative approaches to the (H2) heuristic considering: 1) other uncertainty bounds distributions, and 2) an (H1) variant using uncertainty bounds.
